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and standard Italian, and until the later years of last century
constituted a sphere of French political influence. The French
ballad style therefore advanced over northern Italy until it en-
countered the resistance of the * volgare illustre5 south of the Po.
The presence of ballads dealing with French history is, as we
have seen, evidence of unity within the area; The imprisoned King
transferred from Francois I to Louis XVI, Gabriella and The
English Marriage (Nigra 5, 36, 46) are our witnesses. The other
historical ballads circulating in Piedmont are, for the most part,
glorifications of the house of Savoy, commencing with the March
of Prince Tommaso di Savoja (Nigra 137), a soldier active in the
second third of the seventeenth century, and descending to the
Napoleonic era. Somewhat earlier than those pieces is The
Marquis ofSaluzzo's Will (Nigra 136), but it is not certain whether
this ballad is to be considered contemporary work. The Siege of
Verrua (Nigra 135) is still more difficult to date.
The castle of Verrua       it is so fair a hold,
upon that rock 'tis planted        that guards the ford of Po.
The beauty at her window       has cast a look below;
has seen approach a vessel       with armed men loaded low.
Their arms are all a-glitter,        it seems they are of gold.
The beauty throws a missile,         and down the boat must go.
Had she not cast that missile,        ta'en were Verrua's hold,
ta'en were Verrua's castle       and Monferrato also.
The missile was, in fact, a stone, and I have used the word merely
for the sake of the trochaic rhythm. 'La Bella' has not been identi-
fied, so far as I am aware; I suppose she was a cannon, but she
might have been some older engine for throwing stones; or, of
course, she might have been some person. As for the sieges of
Verrua, there is an embarrassment of riches; we can choose
between those of 1377, 1387, 1625, and 1704. The earlier dates,
preferred by Nigra, seem incompatible with the general date given
to this ballad style.
In other respects also the themes circulating in Piedmont
approximate closely to those of France. Almost all the ballads
included in Doncieux's Romancero have their equivalents in Nigra's
Canii popolari del Piemonte and in Ferraro's booklet, both those
which are purely French and those which we have seen reason to
think borrowed from the Germanic peoples. Not only is this
agreement close in theme; it descends to the order of sentences and

